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Pakistan like other developing countries in the world still 

manages a growth rate of about 6 percent despite hostile 

international economic conditions. At a reasonably good 

level, the economy performed well in the period 1979-87. This 

year (1988-89), devastating floods in Punjab and Sind, poli

tical unrest and economic pressures are likely to affect the 

growth rate of GDP, which would be at around five percent 

by the close of the fiscal year. As the new legislature is being 

elected in Pakistan, the nes government is expected to amend 

the current fiscal budget and some economic policies as the 

political process is based on different economic programmes 

of major political parties. 

The beginning of the year has been on a difficult note 

but second half of the year (January-June) is expected to 

see stable industrial and agricultural product. The cotton crop 

which stood as the highest shareholder during last year with 

over nine million coton bales, has been estimated to reduce 

by about two million, yet a reasonable target to meet the 

local demand of about four million bales for spinning and 

other textile products and balance to be exported. The foreign 

exchange earnings from rice will also be affected and the 

orders already booked by Rice Export Corporation would be 

honoured from its stocks. 

• 
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Agriculture and Manufacturing . receive special attention 

of policy makers. The farmers demonsrated good growth poten

tial who are being given interest free loans by the nationa

lised banks. The supporting institutional infrastructure appeared 

• to be lagging significantly till recently but now the techno

logical changes in agriculture sector are being introduced. 

The private sector has come forward which has invested in 

tractor and agriculture implements manufacturing handsome 

amount of capital. The tractor manufacturing companies listed 

at the Stock Exchanges reflect good confidence of investors 

receiving a very good cash and other dividends. The National 

Commission on Agriculture has recently submitted its compre

hensive long report to the government which helped the policy 

makers to change their priorities in the best interest of Pakis

tan. The Commission suggesting various reforms estimates 

that the growth of agriculture sector could be enhanced from 

3.8 percent now to over 5 percent in the next 15 years. 

The manufacturing sector with a high growth rate at 

around 9 percent shares 20 percent to the GDP in 1987-88. 

The growth in the fiscal year ended June 1988 witnessed a 

decline in the manufacturing to 7.6 percent which was due 

to disturbed conditions in some parts of the country. 

A shift in government policy while present 7th five year 

plan during last year helped a lot to the private sector as 

the public sector has been restricted to selected Industries 

and more to be contributed by private sector. The industrial 

investment jumped by 9.2 percent in the private sector during 

1987-88 while at constant price the investment increased at 

6 percent per annum. A progressive deregulation of the eco

nomy has helped private industries to come up which are 

allowed to be set-up, with no government approval costing 

not more than Rs.500 million. The industrial sector has also 

given an incentive .of tax-holiday on industry-specific basis 

-rather area-specific in the previous -years. The industrial areas 

which have been given tax holiday still enjoy the incentive. 
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Rural Development 

Since little over 72 percent of the country's population 

lives in villages, the rural development has been a source 

of concern to all the governments. In a political government, 

as bulk of the voters belong to the rural areas, special develop

ment programmes were introduced for their uplifts. The faci

lities for the rural population are being provided at all stages 

but lack of basic facilities and job opportunities to a certain 

level still force a large number of people to move to urban 

centres. Larger resource were always proposed for channelling 

into the programmes for the socio-economic development of 

rural areas. 

In Pakistan various schemes were introduced during past 

over 35 years which included village Agricultural and Industrial 

Development Programme (Village-AID), a version of the inter

nationally known Community Development Programme (1953-

1961); Basic Democracies (1959-70); Rural Works Programme 

(1963-71) and Integrated Rural Development Programme (1972-

80). The programmes introduced by various governments have 

been partially successful. In the country the Local Government 

Programme was introduced in 1979. This still continues in 

operation whee the rural development has been entrusted to 

elected representatives at he grass root level. In 1979 local 

government elections were held and representatives foe Union 

Councils, Town Committees, Municipal Corporations, Metro

polian Corporations and District Level. During last year the 

local bodies elections were again held after a successful comp

letion of a term. The representatives have been given power 

to run their affairs with their respective annual budget pre

parations, levy of taxes and planning their development sche

mes. 

The Union and District Councils are responsible for cons

truction and maintenance of roads, lighting, health and sanita

tion, water supply, drinking water, registration of births and 

death, holding cattle fairs and exhibitions, agricultural and 

industrial development, afforestation, promotion of sports, 

primary and adult education, scholarships for needy students, 
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health education, establishment of libraries, health education 

and rural development. 

Urban Councils viz municipal/metropolitan corporations 

have been empowered and responsible for the supply of water 

and drainage, health and sanitation, educational institutions, 

adult education centres, libraries, fire-fighting, civil defence, 

health and soical welfare, gardening, traffic control, prevention 

of diseases, street lighting and record keeping of births and 

deaths. Besides managing financial affairs through local taxa

tion the provincial and federal governments aids and grants 

help in meeting the budget and annual development programmes. 

Though the local body institutions continue to work their 

own, headed by elected representatives a Federal Rural Deve

lopment Engineering Cell has been created in Federal Ministry 

for Local Bodies and Rural Development. The Cell ensures 

coordination among the provinces, local governments and 

donor Agencies. Asian Development Bank, World Bank and 

other international financial institutions with federal govern

ment guarantee also provides soft-term loans for water supply 

scheme, road transport and other projects. A comprehensive 

plan of Farm to Market Roads Is being executed in almost 

all the districts and more funds are being furnished for the 

communication means. 

During past five years an amount of Rs.5,945 million was 

utilised for the construction of rural roads including farm-

to-market roads as against a targetted allocation of Rs.4,100 : 

million. For village electrification Rs.8,300 million were ear

marked in the period under reference but the total utiliza

tion was Rs. 12,490 million. The rural health programme has 

an allocation of Rs.4,950 million besides the federal and pro

vincial governments hospitals at district level providing medical 

facilities. 

The availably of drinking water to all the rural population 

has been a big problem. The water supply at town committee 

level has been a priority during the past years but a large 

number of people living in the rural area fcre without potable 

water. The government claims that the percentage of the 

rural population served with rural clean drinking water will 

be increased till 2003 to about 75 percent as against 40 per

cent at present. The development programme envisages more 
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10 thousand kilometers of rural roads, electrification of 20 

thousand villages, rural literacy rate to be increased from 

21.5 percent to 32 percent, creation of 2.2 million 7-marla 

residential plots for homeless people and 850,000 nucleus 

housing units. 

The rural development programme introducd by the former 

Prime Minister which continued for about two years helped 

in accelerating the pace of development plan. Local Develop

ment Programme of the Prime Minister also provided a special 

provision of Rs. 1,620 million for supplementing the provincial 

and local efforts through the identification of schemes by 

the Members of Parliament.The target for one year stood 

with encouraging signs. 

Despite various national and international rural develop

ment programmes the problem still exist. These include un

employment and lack of availability of facilities in the far-

flung areas. The non-availability of infra-structure for agro-

based industries in the rural areas provide no change for the 

investors. Though certain agro-cottage industries were set

up in different districts but the concentration has been more 

near the urban centres. A large number of Pakistanis who 

work in the Middle-Eastern countries having a better source 

of income, returning with handsome balance prefer to settle 

in the cities. Though quality of life index is increasing during 

past four years but the fast communication means, coverage ! 

television of a large area in the country and unbearable dis

parity in the urban and rural life still adds temptation fo4 

the cities. 
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Having a mixed economy Pakistan has termed private 

sector as "Engine of Growth". The prsent industrial policy 

in the country helped in speedy industrialisation during the 

past five years. But, keeping in view the structure of industria

lisation, the country still lags behind in the heavy engineering 

sector. Manufacturing which is the second largest commodity 

producing sector after agriculture accounts 20 percent to 

total GDP while agriculture's contribution is 25 percent. The 

manufacturing has so far absorbed about 14 percent of the 

total employed labour force. Pressure on the government has 

been high for new job opportunities as the country has esti

mated two to three million jobless people and poorly planned 

education policy adds raw graduates in the unemployed popula

tion. The current budget measures introduced in June last 

provides greater incentives to the private sector and major 

area of the country has been provided more tax incentives. 

Though the private sector has expressed some reservations 

but by and large the budget measures, if implemented with 

all sincerity will not help resolving the unemployment pro

blem but would strengthen the industrial base of Pakistan. 

The private industrial investment as a proportion of GNP. 

recorded an increase of about one percent as against the early 

eighties. Manufacturing during the last 37 years, since 1950 

an annual average growth rate of 7.9 percent and during the 

year 1987-88 the industrial production has grown by 8 percent 

as against 7.5 percent in the year 1986-87. 

As a result of government policy the share of private 

sector investment in manufacturing has increased to over 90 

percent during last year with an annual growth rate of 20.5 

percent. Some structural changes have been made in the 

policy which provides greater opportunities to now only Pakis

tani but foreign inestors can enjoy the facilities. The private 

sector which was very shy during 70s achieved investment 

plan -of Rs.62 billion during past five yeas .ended June 1988. 

The Industrial Investment Schedule announced by the govern

ment has been a great help for the investors but the question 
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of infrastructure is a big question mark for the government. 

Some areas have developed very fast and the availability of 

water, power and transports has reached to a saturation. In 

some other areas where industrial estates have been set-up 

the pace of investment has not been good as the less-develop-

areas have another problem of skilled labour. The village elect

rification programme and farms to markets roads plan is being 

implemented these days in almost all the districts which helped 

in establishing agro-based and cottage industries. 

Some tariff protections announced by the government 

for local industries have been encouraging but the smuggling 

of goods continue to harm the manufacturing sector in the 

country. This being a big problem not only to Pakistan affects 

to almost every development country and SAARC members 

in particular which can jointly take certain concrete measures. 

In the current Seventh Five Year Plan (1988-2003) an 

industrial investment of Rs. 100.69 billion Is anticipated with 

Rs.91.17 billion for the private sector. The emphasis will be 

on basic metal and engineering, chemicals, petro-chemicals, 

fertilizer, textiles, agro industries, non-metallic minerals and 

others. The cotton boom in the recent years helped Pakistan 

not only reviving sick units but succesfully exported the cotton 

yarn and textile products. About a dozen new textiles are 

in final stage of completion which will help in developing 

more value-added to this sectors. 

* 
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ENERGY 

Pakistan's main sources of energy supply include oil, 

natural gas, coal, hydel power, nuclear power and liquid petro

leum gas. The natural gas and hydel power are the major 

contributors. The oil share in total energy supply is about 

'40 percent followed by gas which constitutes 33 percent. No 

doubt the socio-economic development of the contry depends 

on rising levels of energy consumption as the expansion in 

industrial and transport sectors, mechanisation of agriculture 

and higher use of household electrical gadgets Pakistan still 

struggling hard to meet the demand of sources of energy 

through oil and gas exploration, new dams for hydel electricity 

and efforts to achieve nuclear energy. The country has little 

over 6,600 MW installed generating capacity which was in

creased by about 200 MW during the year 1987-88. Pakistan 

has been able to link all the generating units into one National 

Grid network with new thermal and hydel power projects under 

execution. 

An ever increasing demand of energy with 14 percent 

increase as against last year resulted a gap and. the country 

has to face a load-schedding in the winter season especially 

when the level of water goes down tremendously in main 

Tarbela and Mangla dams. Out of total energy supply 29 

percent goes for industrial manufacturing sector and 19, 18 

and 17 percent for transport, power generation and domestic 

sector respectively. The government introduced inter-fuel 

substitution system. The industry sector which was intensive 

in the use of gas and electricity in 1982-83 as these two 

sectors accounted to 76 percent of the total energy consumed 

and the remaining 24 percent by oil and coal has now shifted 

towards greater use of oil and coal as the share of the latter 

has increased to 36 percent. Certain industries like cement 

and vegetable oils from gas to oil. 

The oil and gas production in the country plays a vital 

role in meeting energy requirement. The present eight gas 

fields with estimated recoverable reserves of 532 billion cubit 

meters and more oil wells helped significant in meeting the 

demand. The oil production target of 21,000 brrels daily fixed 
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for the Sixth Five Year Plan was achieved during its very 

first year. The domestic production of crude oil during 1986-

87 was 41,094 barrels per day which was nearly double the 

Sixth Plan target. The current 7th Five Year Plan, started 

July 1988 is expected to give higher production as more 

emphasis is being laid with joint collaboration with some 

leading international oil companies. The production during the 

year ended June 1988 resulted over 50,000 barrels per day. 

The current crude oil demand is being met mainly through 

imports (66 percent) as one third production of oil has been 

achieved with discovery and development of new oil fields. 

The recoverable reserves of natural gas from the dry gas 

fields and the associated gas fields are estimated at 18,779 

billion cubic feet as on January 1988. The production of 

natural gas during the last year stood at about 403 billion 

cubic feet increased by 6 percent over the preceding year. 

Besides oil and gas, coal some other sources are also 

being tapped. These include solar, bio-gas, wind energy and 

nuclear. Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation is operat

ing three coal mines in Baluchistan and developing two new 

coal mines at Lakhra and Meting in Sind province. The Lakhra 

coal mines have been estimated with a production of about 

230,000 tonnes per annum. The pressure on existing gas re

serves which help in generating thermal power will be reduced 

by Lakhra Coal Power Plant which is being Implemented and 

basic plan studies have been carried out successfully. The 

production of coal by all means this year Is expected to be 

about 0.33 million tonnes and would further increase as 

the Lakhra project is implemented some three years later. 

•* 
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Transport and Communication 

A policy shift in transport and communication has been 

realised by the planners who introduced a long-term plan of 

all relevant sectors. The previous programmes for transport 

and communication could not be matched by rising demands 

due to some other priority sectors and scarcity of funds. The 

optimum utilisation of existing road, rail, civil aviation, ports 

and tele-communication system has been sought besides a 

number of projects in the current seventh five-year plan 

has been approved. Pakistan which has a national highway 

from Karachi to Peshawar serving left bank of river Indus 

would have les traffic pressure when the Indus right bank 

Indus highway project for North South link would be completed 

during the Plan period. The project is already underway. The 

financing of roads through local and foreign sources had been 

the concept in past but now onwards the financing of roads 

through tolls and auction of the franchises for service centres 

along the highways would be introduced. The country has about 

116,800 Rms of all types of roads giving an average density 

of 0.146 km per square km of area which is less than l/3rd 

of the generally accepted standard of 0.5 km per square km 

of the area for developing countries with similar topography 

and level of economic development. The deficiency in the 

system has attracted the attention of policy makers and an 

investment of about Rs.27 billion has been earmarked for. road 

construction. 

A decline in Pakistan Railway which manages 17,000 

million passenger kilometres and 7,800 million tonne kilometres 

per annum is being looked into by replacement of entire 

main railway track to enhance the speed to over 120 kms 

per hour, a locomotive factory, railway dry ports addition 

in electric traction and micro-wave communication system. 

These projects are already being implemented and would help 

achieve better railway service to passengers and businessmen. 

The Civil Aviation Authority -and- Pakistan International 

Airline continue to provide better service to the passengers 
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at home and abroad. The air traffic in terms of passenger 

and cargo has increased with new feeder service which 

connects all the major towns and cities in the country. During 

the year ended June 1988 passenger traffic stood at 10.3 

million and freight at 0.21 million. To meet the projections 

for the period 1992-93 the current fleet of 40 aircrafts is 

being strengthened by some replacements of old aircrafts 

under a fleet standardization programme. Augmentation of 

air navigational aids and the communication system for greater 

operational safety is a part of the programme. Some major 

projects have also been approved including Karachi inter-

nanational airport with a new Jinnah terminal with 21st cen

tury aviation facilities for passengers. 

The Ports and Shipping have been an area of special con

centration by the planners who approved expansion of berths 

and a new container terminal at Karachi port besides develop

ment of Gawadar mini port at Baluchistan coast. A recently 

constructed Port Qasim, some 30 miles south of Karachi 

provides exclusive service to Pakistan Steel and government 

corporations like Rice Export Corporation etc. A recently 

concluded agreement between Iran and Pakistan to provide 

the former Goods Transit Service through Port Qasim will 

also help more cargo handling which has seven berths and 

a special terminal for Pakistan steel. PNSC, a national flag 

carrier public sector shipping corporation has 26 ships includ

ing combi vessels and an oil tanker which lifts 50 percent 

of crude oil imports in a year. The Corporation which : had 

42 vessels in early eighties made no commendable progress 

as the shipping in the world had been in a crisis. This time 

the government has worked out a comprehensie plan for its 

fleet with special vessels to carry liquid bulk cargo, dry cargo 

and containers. 

In Pakistan total telephones stood at about 700,000 during 

the year 1987-88 with a density of 6.7 telephones per 1000 

population. A pendng demand during the year has been about 

five lakh with fresh applications every month. To match the 

demand Siemens of West Germany has ""signed an agreement 

with Telephone and Telegraph Department which will provide 

100,000 local lines, 20,000 trunk and 10,000 PABX lines per 

annum. The digital technology is being tansferred by West 
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Germany company and all new exchanges base on digital 

switching. The current 7th five year plan envisages a total 

investment of Rs.22.95 billion with 0.7 million new telephone 

lines and opening up of new telex connections. The tele-fax 

facility has also been regularised by the department and new 

machines are being installed to the consumers. 

With a mixed-economy pattern the national dilemma arises 

from a deep-rooted malaise. Economic development of the 

last four decades, which although substantial even by the 

most cynical yardsticks, has failed to touch the lives of the 

majority of the population. With a growth rate at over six 

percent per annum Pakistan is still struggling hard for self-

reliance as the import bills on an increase put greater pressure 

on the national economy. The distance between national growth 

in production and satisfaction of the real aspirations of the 

people can be measured at least in two ways; the majority 

have not shared equitably the benefits of economic develop

ment and economic planning has often proceeded within a 

vacuum of social and political planning. 
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Trade 

The international situation has been inhospitable for the 

developing countries as the developed countries resorting to 

protectionism, quota etc which create unfavourable trade 

balance. Pakistan with a continuous negative tradde balance 

still striving hard to get a breakthrough in its exports. The 

exports of the country which remained stagnant in early 

eighties registered an increase of 17.9 percent over 1986-87. 

The dollar value of exports (FOB) grew at an impressive rate 

of 19 percent per annum during later half of the seventies. 

Till 1985 the exports in the eighties remained at a negligible 

rate of one percent per annum. A sound recovery in recent 

years has been witnessed. The dollar value of exports jumped 

by 20 percent in 1985 and 19 percent in 1986-87. The bumper 

cotton crop helped revival of cotton textile sector which 

received severe blow in 1974. Over one hundred cotton textile 

mills which were declared sick have revived and successfully 

producing cotton yarn which, during last year played like a 

major source of export earnings. The total exports were at 

the level of us dollar 4329 during the last year. A basic shift 

in trade policy has been that a three-year policy introduced 

during last year still continues with minor amendments. The 

composition pattern of commodity and products has also 

changed with new investment in semi-finishd and final products. 

The import substitution and rapid industrialization helped to 

reduce the country's heavy dependence on imports. Y^t the 

imports in dollar terms grew at an annual rate of little over 

18 percent during the later half of 1970s and increased by 

5 percent per annum during the first half of 1980s. A decline 

in world prices of petroleum products has been the major 

factor contributing lesser import bill. The imports during the 

last year stood at about us dollar 6578 million. The petroleum 

products, fertilizer and edible oil constitute major percentage 

in Pakistan's imports. 

Pakistan while following a liberal import policy yet pro-

vides a big opportunity to other countries to manager a good 

market. 
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The International Financial Institutions, like other develop

ing countries assist a great deal to Pakistan. The country 

receives over 70 percent of its foreign resource funds through 

Aid-to-Pakistan Consortium, 50 percent on bilateal and rest 

on multi-lateral while the balance provides assistance including 

that of Afghan Refugees Relief Assistance. The funding through 

IBRD, ADB, Islamic Development Bank, the US Aid for various 

development projects has been a major source as the foreign 

debt in absolute terms was on an increase till 1985 which 

has fallen relative to GNP. Comparedto other developing 

countries, Pakistan's position regarding foreign debt is better. 

The World Bank Report 1987 placed Pakistan on the 22nd 

place (In decending order) among 25 LDCs with the largest 

external debt. It is also on 22nd position both in terms of 

debt/GNP and debt service/GNP. The foreign debt through 

any source has been a source of concern for the government. 

This increase in debt servicing liability reduced the proportion 

of net flow of aid as an incresingly higher percentage of gross 

aid returned to the lending countries/agencies in form of 

principal repayments and interest thereon. 
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Saarc 

Pakistan being one of the members of the association 

sees a great opportunity for economic cooperation. Stress 

is more on defence spendings, India and Pakistan have an edge 

on other member countries in various sectors. A vast field 

is available for all concerned which can be exploited for the 

best interest of over 1,000 million people of the region. The 

Association, no doubt is a good beginning but more has to 

be done by seven member nations. A gap of information among 

these countries has to be bridged for which a SAARC Chamber 

of Commerce and Industry and information exchange centre 

could, play a primary role to bring closer to the businessmen 

of these countries. There has been some increase in bilateral 

trade in recent years but the restrictions on the part of 

governments and restrict import policies need to be re-checked. 

Besides cotton, rice, jute, tea, and other commodities which 

are being exported by the member countries not only in the 

region but to other buyers, allied products and engineering 

products need mutual cooperation in production and trade 

on better terms. 

Pakistan has recently signed special trade agreements 

with two of SAARC members besides normal terms of trade 

more countries in the association can proceed further in this 

direction. The special trade agreements have been found quite 

encouraging for the foreign trade policy of Pakistan and the 

government intends to sign some special industrial agreements 

with the countries who have certain technological base. 

To conclude a market of 1,000 million people with all 

basic raw material, skilled labour and a determination to 

secure economic reliance and sovereignity are the common 

points on which SAARC has good prospects for the good 

of common poor people in the region. 
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